The Next Massive Leap for Artificial Intelligence, Designed by You!
Our days are numbered…
At least in terms of controlling and interacting with
artificial intelligence.
Standard interfaces including human interaction are
being phased out rapidly. Alexa, Siri and countless
other newly-emerging AI applications and computer
chat bots are proof of this.
We’re ditching keyboards and screens for a more
natural, realistic and human form of interaction…
AND the technology is starting to interact back as
well!
AI is a booming sector with billions of dollars being
pumped into companies. Industry leaders are behind
a new horizon of computing - highly advanced AI
systems and huge improvements to our everyday
lives.

However, despite the impressive progress, nearly every one of
these applications still relies on uninspiring hardware, 2D text
chat, voice recognition or other flat 2D interfaces..
Well, not anymore, Virtual Presence’s latest application Virtual Intelligence - offers fully 3D life-like holographic
representations for any AI algorithm. Rather than a floating
voice coming from a device, your AI program can be in front
of you in whatever form Virtual Intelligence has been
configured as.
You could design this 3D avatar to be your partner, your best
friend, another you, a celebrity or any virtual representation of
an object or person. For example, Alexa could be a miniature
woman that speaks to you face-to-face.
Available in any size and form, Virtual Intelligence
holographic personas are now possible anywhere!

•
•
•
•

Virtual butlers in every hotel room & smart home
Personalised digital assistants in every workplace
Your Personal Doctor in your pocket 24 x 7
Out in the streets wherever AI benefits society –
transportation, hospitality, retail, government,
sport etc.

The list is never-ending and AI reaches its full potential
once we no longer think “I must ask this computer to
do this task.” With Virtual Intelligence sat in front of
you, ready to answer your questions and do your
bidding, that outcome is a reality NOW.
We make Artificial Intelligence look good!
Get in touch now and define what your Virtual
Intelligence persona looks like and if you’re an AI
developer, we want to talk to you…
contact@virtualpresence.co | www.virtualpresence.co

